
  
Passion, with a respect for the land and the determination to innovate are the 
foundations on which we built our winery. Each harvest is an important test of 
our wines and vineyards. Year after year, we set our sights on improving the 
standard of our grapes, respecting our traditions and the history of the land we 
farm, yet applying new concepts to vine-growing by thinning and having an 
obsessive attention to the health of the plants. 
The name Santa Barbara pays homage to our land, our tradition and those we 
worship. The history of this place dates back to the 6th century when Senigallia 
was a Byzantine city and a Lombardic (and therefore “barbarian”) outpost was 
set up in a nearby village. Since then, that village took the name of Barbara which 
is where our winery is located today, having the privilege of being housed in an 
old monastery 
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This wine is connected to its homeland and the art of Marche Region in many ways.  

This wine is the finest expression of Verdicchio that our Estate offers and the label was 
created by the painter and restaurateur Catia Uliassi.  This wine also helps to give 
back to our community with special support for the Dr. Dante Paladini Foundation.  
This non - profit organization takes care of neuromuscular patients and works on 

clinical research of these diseases. Santa Barbara donates part of the proceeds from 
“Tardivo Ma Non Tardo” to support this organization. 

 

Grapes  
Verdicchio  
	

Type of Soil  

Deep clay soils with Northwest exposure and an elevation of 260m 
	

Wine-making  
The wine is made in stainless steel tanks. During this time the temperature is controlled 
constantly  
	
	
 

93 Points, Vinous:  “The 2018 Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Tardivo Ma Non Tardo 
is a vivid yellow golden color in the glass. Here I’m finding a mesmerizing bouquet of 
orange oils and tangerine complemented by dusty dried florals, gingery spice and hints 
of undergrowth. It’s soft and enveloping, stopping short of fat, also pleasantly sweet, 
blending rich notes of ripe apple and pear with lime-infused acids. This becomes a bit 
tropical toward the close yet never falls out of balance; instead leaving the mouth 
refreshed and watering for more, as salty minerals linger with nuances of ripe green 
melon. Wow, the combination of the Tardivo Ma Non Tardo’s late-harvest girth and the 
tension of the 2018 vintage have come together to create a highly pleasurable expression 
of Verdicchio. This is easily one of the best renditions of this wine that I have tasted to 
date, and it should excel through medium-term cellaring as well.” 
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